BABE

Home sheep, home!

You are standing on the boundary of a Sheep Dog Trial field, a tad nervous, with four unfamiliar dogs and four foreign sheep. Furthermore you've got a half-hatched plan to introduce a pig to the field in subsequent rounds. So, just how did this silly situation come about? Well, it started something like this...

"Argh! These pesky sheep! I just can't take it anymore! They just won't go home! I give up! I'm skipping town! Sionara spectators!"

It's rumoured that these were the words uttered by one Farmer Doggett right before he vanished from the field. The move is unprecedented here at the Sheep Dog Trials. The officials are rather red-faced with sheep phlegmatically munching their way around the field, an empty position on the competition board, and a mob of disappointed spectators. While panic surrounds, you, the best farmer and sheep dog instructor in the region, remain calm. You have an idea that could save the day...and one special pig from becoming Christmas Ham!

You approach the officials with the offer of taking up Farmer Doggett's place. As a desperate move they allow you to enter, even though there are only a few rounds left to go.

And so, here you are standing on the boundary of a Sheep Dog Trial field with Farmer Doggett's dogs ready to take the sheep into their home pens. It's about time you show these city-slicker tourists how it's done! After you've proved yourself in this your first round you might just have the courage to bring out the big guns: Babe the Super Pig. If Babe is able to prove it's worth- maybe we'll have roast duck for Christmas dinner instead!